
With Flex Plan, if things change, you’ll 
have peace of mind knowing your plan 
changes with you. 

Find out which of our three Flex Plans best suits your business
How much data will you need per person per month?

Do you want the flexibility 
to drop below 2GB per 

month on average? 

We have three plans to choose from. The data cost 
reflects the flexibility you need. And by committing 
to a minimum data allowance per user per month in 
our Flex Plan 2  and Flex Plan 5  options, you’ll 
pay less per GB than our standard  Flex Plan . 

Do you want the flexibility 
to drop below 5GB per 

month on average?

Will it drop below 
2GB per month 

on average? 

It can feel daunting signing up to a fixed 24 month 
plan. Especially not knowing what your business will 
look like in two years’ time. That’s why we’re offering 
you more flexibility than ever with Flex Plan.

We’ll work with you to understand how and when 
you use your data and recommend the most suitable 
allowance for your team.

We recommend 
our Flex Plan

We recommend 
our Flex Plan

We recommend 
our Flex Plan

We recommend 
our Flex Plan 2

We recommend 
our Flex Plan 2

We recommend 
our Flex Plan 5

Only pay for what you need 
There’s no need to worry about unexpected data charges 
even if you exceed your data allowance for two months in 
a row, helping with budget planning. 

Your plan flexes to fit your business
Your data allowance will automatically flex (up or down)  
so you’ll always be on the right tariff for your business1. 
That means you don’t need to worry about individual 
spikes, as your high and low users will balance out. If your 
business changes, your allowance will also grow and shrink 
with the number of people on your plan.

Stay in control
These times are more uncertain than ever and your 
business needs to be free to adapt, which is why with our 
new Flex Plans you won’t have to wait until the end of 
your contract to make changes to your data allowance.

And with our online reporting tool, you can get the 
information you need when you need it, helping you 
understand your people’s usage.

1. Minimum per user per month data usage applies to all Flex Plans.
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What you get with our Flex Plans:
All our plans flex up and down depending on your data usage2:

Flex Plan gives you the control and flexibility 
should your needs change during the 
contract period. 

Your data allowance will flex up and  
down with your changing data usage  
(to a minimum data allowance per user 
of 0.5GB).

Flex Plan

Want to find out more? 
Talk to us today on  
0800 955 5590
or visit our website
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This is highly recommended if your organisation is regularly 
using mobile devices. You’ll get a better price per GB when you 
commit to a minimum of 2GB per user per month.  

Your plan will continue to flex up and down giving you control 
and flexibility (to a minimum data allowance per user of 2GB).

Flex Plan 2
Flex Plan 5 is perfect for you if you know you’ll have a high usage 
of mobile data and probably won’t often go below 5GB per user 
per month. 

You’ll get a better price on the cost per GB. Your plan will 
continue to flex up and down (to a minimum data allowance per 
user of 5GB).

Flex Plan 5

Combining your data 
By aggregating data from all your users, you’ll benefit from a shared data allowance that will grow and shrink with the number of users. 
The allowance per user will stay the same. And if one person uses a little more one month, it’ll even out with those who use a little less.

2. Terms apply. 

How does it work?
Here’s how Flex Plan 2 could work for you if you choose an average of 3GB per user per month at the start of your contract.
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If your data use spikes in a 
single month, we won’t 
charge you for the extra.

Your O2 Account 
Manager will help you 
decide the best Flex 
Plan rate to start with.

If your overall data use is 
higher than expected after 
two months, we’ll move you 
onto a higher data allowance 
until it changes back.

If your data usage decreases 
over a period of two months, 
we’ll lower your package 

We’ll keep lowering your Flex 
Plan data limits based on the 
data you’re actually using.

Your Flex Plan includes all 
standard calls and texts 
in the UK and when 
roaming in Europe. You’ll 
get notifications via My 
O2 Business of any 
changes to your Flex Plan 
data allowance rates. 

https://www.o2.co.uk/business/solutions/mobile/business-mobile-for-enterprise



